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P R E P A G   K 

This is the  second consolidated report arising from the study 

of  the contribution of industrial  estates  to the   industrialisation 

of developing countries.     This study has been carried out   in two 

phases,   the fir3t between November 1975 and March,   1976.     The findings 

from this  t^roup of studies were    issued for restricted circulation in 

the Report  on the  Industrial Estates Programmes  in Six Countries   in 

April,   1976.    It   is referred to throughout  the present text as the 

First  Report. 

The first phase was  financed by the Swedish International 

Development Authority,   (3IDA),  and  involved study missions  in Cuba, 

Ecuador,  Iran,  Pakistan,  Senegal and Turkey.    In July,   1976, 3IDA 

and UNIDO  jointly decided to proceed with  -\ second  phase  to try and 

provide more representative coverage.    This phase was executed be- 

tween September and November,  1976.    Countries visited were Argen- 

tina,  Malaysia,  Nepal,  Nigeria,  Shri Lanka and Sudan      In addition, 

a short mission was financed by UNIDO to  India,  but much  of the 
2 

material   in the India Report    was collected by the consultant during 

a mission earlier in the year on behalf of the Overseas  Development 

Institute of the United Kingdom.    A study carried out by  an Indian 

research worker,  Dr. N Somaselchara,  published in book form in 1975t 

has also been used  as a source of information. 

The following consultants took part  in the study on behalf 

of  UNIDOj 

Mr. C-R. Droesch, 

Mr. F.C. Hel 
Mr. J.  Levi 

lm     "\ 
tsky / 

Mr. M.V. Hogg, 

Mr. A. Neilson, 

Mr. R.K.   Vepa, 

Senegal,  Sudan 

Cuba 

India 

Malaysia, Nepal 

Shri Lanka 

3 

UNIDO:    Report  on the Industrial EBtate Programmes in Six Countries; 
(UNIDO/SIDA),  Vienna,   1976.    UNIDO/IOD  16 

UNIDO:    Evaluation Report on Industrial Estates No.  13 - India. 
IDWG 2317T2 

N.  Soma8ekhara:     The Efficacy of Industrial Estates in India; 
Delhi,  Vikhas Publishing House Private  Ltd.,   1975 
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Mr. J. Sigurdson Pakistan 

Mr. D.  Wall Iran 

Mr. (J.R.Wynne-Roberts Argentina,  Ecuador, Nigeria, 
Turkey 

Missions were of two weeks duration,  except  in Tut-key, which lasted 

for three weoks. 

The  studies were initially directed by Mr.  Jacob Levi Uky 

for UNIDO and Mr.  Lars Berggren for SIDA.    After July,  1976, diroction 

for UNIDO was taken over by Mr. Hans Pahl3tr8m and Mr. Subrahmanjan 

Nanjundar.     The two consolidated reporta were compiled by Mr. Wynne- 

Roberts. 

Acknowledgements to the many people who helped the consult- 

ants in the countries visited have been made in the respective 

country reports. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Th original  purpose of the study laid down by the  Swedish 

International  Development Authority was to evaluate  the  role of 

industrial estates  in  industrial   and  nnoial  development,   particu- 

larly in the  field  of medium and   small  seal.o  industrien.    One of the 

main questions underlying the  study was:     If developing countries 

are to be assisted  to industrialise,   is the promotion of   industrial 

estates - and,  by  implication,  the provision of funds  to help esta- 

blish them - a valid   and economical  means of doing so and what are 

the conditions  necessary  for success?    Implicit  in the   first  question 

is a second:     What  are the  alternatives? 

The question was partially posed in Chapter V of the Piri>+ 

Report under the ti+le:  "Factors influencing the Success  of indus- 

trial  Estates."    Seven groups of factors were  identified  on the basis 

of material collected   in the  first   six studies.    The  second  ;;et of 

studies has both modified the question and modified  and amplified 

some of the answers. 

In the  original   puidn]ines the consultants were asked to try  to 

calculate,  as  fai" as  possible,   the  return on  investment   in an indus- 

trial  estate.     The return might be measured  in terms of "revenues to 

capital investment,  separating total  investment  into  investment in 

infrastructure,  factory premises and technical  services". 

This question has proved impossible to answer.    Only in the case 

of a few countries and a limited number of estates has  it been poss- 

ible to obtain separato figures for the various elements,   and even 

then,  "return on investment" was found difficult to define.    Should 

the return be to the government on the public money invested in or 

loaned to the estate?    Should it be the return to the entrepreneur 

who had moved to or set up a new plant on an estate?    Since the primary 

purpose in investing public money in industrial estates is in further- 

ance of some national or local development,   is not the pay-off the 

increase in employment, national or local,  or increase  in output 
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directly attributable to the estate or programme?    At no level was 

it  possible,  to obtain figures sufficiently comprehensive  or reliable 

to provide  any meaningful   answer,  although  attempts wtjro made in 

two or thr*»e country reports.    Some estimates of doubtful validity 

were made,   where some  information was available,   so as to indic- 

ate orders  of magnitude. 

A further question considered important by the originators of 

the  study was that   of the   social  effects  of an industrial   estate on 

those working on it  and on the surrounding community.    Here again the 

evidence was thin and where there was evidence of effects,  generally 

beneficial,  they were,  in general,   incidental by-products. 

Wie  inclusion of India in the second phase, with the addition 

of the critical  study made by Dr. S ornas ekh ara,  rrade good an import- 

ant  omission.    India has the largest  industrial estate  programme in 

the world and,' although many studies have been made of  it  and much 

is known,   something must  be said,  even in a limited study of this 

type.    Obviously only a small sample could be studied in the limited 

time available - fortunately it waB possible to profit  from the earlier 

3tudy done  for the ODI to  obtain rather better coverage.     The sample 

used in Dr.  5ornasekhara1s  study is also a limited one,  but  it ha3 

the  special merits  of being the only in-depth study carried out  over 

an extended period  of time and of using truly scientific methods,  in- 

cluding the use of a control group.    The  lack of any such groupBin the 

UNIDO studies was a major weakness. 

The  present   report  deals with the  questions raised in the foll- 

owing ordert 

Chapter I.       The contribution of  industrial  estates to 
national economic and  industrial development and 
the alternatives. 

Chapter II.    The  factors influencing the succoas  of industrial 
estates. 

Chapter III. Other economic and social effects- 
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The Objectives of industriai  Estate Programmes 

The objectives stated  for promoting industria]  estate pro- 

grammes by the governments of the countries  visited are broadly simi- 

lar.    They include  some or all  of the following: 

(1) to advance national  economic  development by accelerating 
industrial development ; 

(2) to create employment  opportunities,   often to offset 
irregular employment  in agriculture; 

(.})    to decentralise  industry and  3pread  the benefits of 
industrialisation more evenly in the country and thus 
diversify and  increase economic  activities in  rural  and 
backward  areas ; 

(4) to promote and to raise productivity in small-scale 
industries; 

(5) in India,  in particular,  the promotion of specific  indus- 
trial  sectors and groups of skilled and qualified persons; 

(6) the removal of industries, especiall;r small and artisan 
industries,  from congested urban areas. 

The Government  of ths Santa Fé" Province,  Argentina,  classifies 

industrial  estates into three groups: 

Promotional      -    Designed to promote  industry in regions 
economically and industrially underdeveloped. 

Developmental -    To promote the location on a single site of 
firms  in cities partially industrialised with 
a view to the further development  of industry. 

Dispersal -    To remove industrial enterprises  from cities 
where they are in congested premises and where 
expansion is difficult and where  they cause 
environmental problems. 

Most of the objectives outlined above can be covered by one or other 

of the categories of estate.    Purely commercial ventures,  unaided by 

government,  are not mentioned and are of minor importance  in this 

study. 

UNICO: Evaluation Report on Industrial Estates No.8 - Argentina. 
iowo 23VÛ 
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I.      THE CONTRIBUTION OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATES TO  ECONOMIC  AND INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND THE ALTERNATIVES 

1 The Contribution of industrial  Estates 

It has been assumed for a long time that   industrial  estates are 

on" of tho best  and,   presumably,  most  economical ways of promoting the 

dovi'lopmonl  of manufacturing industry,  especially small  scale and med- 

ium enterprises,   in countries  in the process  of  industrial   development. 

Their use has been extended to promote the economic development of 

rural  and backward regions and  for other purposes mentioned  in the 

Introduction. 

A number of international meetings have  been held under United 

Nations auspices  in the  last   1e) years.    Most  of them have described 

experiences and  projects,  with much  of thp emphasis on the mechanics 

of e-tate desif^i,  planning,  construction and  operation.     little ap- 

pears  in the reports  in the way  of critical   appraisal. 

There has not been time  in the course  of this study to obtain 

access to the body of   literature on  industrial   estates outside United 

Nations publications,  but it  is known that  in  India,  at  least, a number 

of individuals and bodies have  raised  in recent years questions about 

the overall effectiveness of the programme.     One of the most  recent 

is Dr.  N. Somasekhara,  who has based his criticisms on a  lengthy,   in- 

depth   study.       He does  not  suggest,   nor does  Mr. Molinari,   (see foot- 

note),   that  industrial   estates are not effective as a means of 

accelerating industrialisation under all conditions.    Both cite 

successful examples.     Equally,  both challenge  their use  indiscrim- 

inately  and without   proper preliminary studies.    One of the most  im- 

portant   parts  of this  report   is that   in which   an attempt  is made to 

analyse what  are the  conditions  for  success. 

An exception is a paper by Mr. A.  Molinari  published in the proceed- 
ings of a UK meeting. United Nations: Industrial  Estates  in Asia 
and the Far Kart;    New York,   1962.    "Some controversial  Questions 
concerning industrial Estates",  A.  Molinari,  pp. 415-443. 
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The conditions under which the recent field studies for this 

report were conducted were not  such as to permit the scientific coll- 

ection and analysis of data, which might have produced some more 

definitive answers to the questions  raised.    There are serious gaps 

in the evidence  and some of it  is necessarily subjective  in the 

absence  of reliable or comparable statistical data. 

Among the countries studied the effect of industrial estateB 

on national  industria)  development  in Argentina,  Ecuador,  Iran, 

Nigeria and Sudan is either nil  or negligible because there are 

none or because they are so few and so small that they contain only 

a minute fraction of the country  s industry.    In Argentina and 

Nigeria,  and especially in Iran,  there are important projects,  but 

they have not yet developed to the point where  they are contributing 

much.    However,   Argentina is  included in the discussion in this 

chapter because  it  provides one  interesting example of a contribution 

to regional development. 

To be worth discussing,  an "industrial estate" must be something 

more than plots of prepared land sold to industry with the role of 

the estate authorities thereafter confined to that of a municipal 

public works department.    This leaves all  initiative in the hands of 

the industrialists,  which may be enough in the case of large indus- 

tries and major foreign firms,  but  is not nearly enough to promote 

the success of  indigenous small  enterprises.    By this criterion the 

large  industrial  areas outside Lagos and Kano in Nigeria may be said 

to have facilitated the location of the factories on them - in fact 

most firms had  little choice - but cannot be considered to have con- 

tributed to industrialisation in the  sense in which it  is being 

discussed in this paper.    Por that  reason only eight of  the twelve 

countries visited,  excluding Cuba for reasons explained below,  have 

been included in the examination of the "contribution to industrial- 

isation" in this Section of Chapter I. 

Cuba is a special case.    It is a centrally planned and con- 

trolled economy in which the rate of industrialisation,  the selection 
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of industries to be developed, the location of industrial zones and 

all  other related questions are part  of an overall    socio-economic 

plan.    The  success or failure of industrialisation is thus in no way 

dependent  on the promotional  or developmental value  of grouping 

industries together.    The Cuban experience,   interesting as  it   is 

in itself or for what may be   lear>"  i of the planning and operation 

of the industrial  zones,  is  large'     irrelevant to this discussion. 

It  is further discussed in Section 2 of this chapter.    The other 

eight countries are briefly examined  in turn below. 

(a)        Argentina 

Argentina is  interesting in the present context bcc,iu'-.e of 

the contribution whioh  ont;  or two industrial estates are making to 

regional development.    Tho Provincial Government  of Chubut,  a province 

lying some  1,400 kilometres  to the  south of Buenos Aires, which  is very 

sparsely populated,  has set  up industrial  estates with the primary 

objective of attracting immigrants to the province.    An extensive 

range of incentives is offered to industry settling there. 

The policy seems to be proving successful.     The estate at  Trelew, 

a town whose population has doubled in two yearfj tc reach 25,000, was 

visited.      It contains mainly medium sized plant3,  most of the  present 

ones being in the textile industry,   spinning and weaving synthetic 

fibrea.    They aire rather capital intensive.    24 are currently in 

operation employing 3,000 people,  mainly women.    There was no un- 

employment  in the town and the jobs are for the most part  occupied 

by immigrants.     I5 factories are under construction and 27 further 

plots have been sold.    When all the plants arc in operation the 

available employment should have at  least doubled and no doubt 

attracted more immigrants.     There are three other estates in the 

province,  including an important one at Comodoro Rivadavia in the south. 

(b)        India 

The Indian industrial  estates programme is  so large,  actually 

and relatively to those of any other countries, that any attempt to 

give a comprehensive account of it here would not do it justice. 

1 
Argentine Report, Appendix III, A.3 and p.33 et seq. 
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It has,  in any case, been extensively written up and used as a train- 

ing ground and a model for successful programmes in many other 

developing countries.    The Government considers it a success. 

It has certainly been successful  in certain fields and,   if 

it has fallen short of expectations in relation to some of the 

overall objectives,  there are good reasons which are touched upon 

below.    The study made by the UNIDO consultant was able to update 

information with regard to  some industrial  estates in Andhra Pradesh 

and Tamil Nadu as well as some general statistics.    The study by 

Dr. Somasekhara has been used because it points up certain weak- 

nesses in some areas and has much to say which can be of value to 

countries in the process of establishing industrial estate programmes. 

It must be stressed again however,  that what  is presented is only a 

small part of the total picture. 

The industrial estates programme in India must be seen in 

the context of the Government's general industrial policy. This 

has been dictated by fcur major considerations! 

- the achievement of economic independence; 

- the correction of the imbalance between the primary and 
othar »actors; 

- the creation of employment opportunities to combat massive 
unemployment and under employment; 

- reducing the concentration of economic power and diffusing 
prosperity. 

India Report, op. cit. p. 2. 
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The creation  of   i strong small   industry sector was  seen as one 

major means  of achieving these objectives.    Sma]1-scale   industry now 

plays   an  important   part   in  the economy.     The number of   registered small 

unit3   exceeds  half  a million and   the  output   is   in  excess   of ^7,000 

million  rupees.1     Data available  for  1972   reveal   that   the  production 

of the  small-scale   aector  in  16  industry  groups  amounted   to   Vi  per 

cent   of   the   total   industrial  output   from   the   registered   sector and  that 

there  were   160,000 working  small-scale  units   in   the  country.   Por 

140,000  of  these units data was available.     8» per cent   of  them had 

been  established since  the  beginning of  the  First  Plan  in  19r51 -    Pive 

per cent  were   located  in  industrial   estates.     Global   data are  as 

a«  follows: 

No.of Investment    Investment/ Gross  Output/ 
Units     Employment  Pixed  Assets Employee3       dross Output       Employee 

(Rs  «000) Rs. (Rs   '000) Rs. 

1ttfV77   1,654,317     10,568,4^0      6,388 26,027,*85 15, ^77 

The.  rapid development of email   scale industry  is   one  of  the 

primary objectives  of the   industrial   estate programme,   a second being 

the dispersal  of industry to rural   and  underdeveloped  areas to raise 

their  levels   of  industrialisation.       Of  the  total   public   expendi- 

tures  in the   first   four Plans,   (1951-74)T   508 million  rupees were all- 

ocated to industrial  estates out  of a total  allocation  to small   indus- 

tries  of 2,164 million  rupees,  nearly  20 per cent.       At   the  end of the 

Fourth  Plan  520 estates had been established  and  a further 9? were in 

the planning stage.     Figures for  1972 are: 

Estates      Number      Sheds  in    Numbers    Value of    Output/ £nvestment Investmen^/ 
Completed Operat.       Prodn.      Employed    Output       Employee   1951-74        Employee 

(Ha   '000) Rs (Rs   «000) Rs 

52O 4^S 11,010      175,700  2,044,000+   11,613+     508,000 2,891 

The  real   investment   per post created will be higher,  because many exis- 

ted before  the firms moved on to the  estates,  but  on the  other hand, 

1India Report, p.  3. Somasekhara,  op. cit. p.  8. 
2 » "       , p. 4. * India Report,  p.  10, Table 5 
3 „.. and text  p.  9« JAdded by the Editor.                                           , 

Added by Editor 
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by no means all   t he estates were filled up at  thia   point and many 

more posts would bo created.     It nmy be noted  that   the annual output 

per employee  on  industrial estates is   rather more  than 11,633 rupees 

for the year,  while that  for small  industry as a whole is  1^,73} 

rupees,   which  seems to confirm Dr. Somasekhara's thesis discussed 

below.     Kipures  for output on  two of the estates visted by the con- 

sultant  were: 

Sanatnagar Estate, 
Hyderabad 

No. of Government. 
Units       Employment      Investment 

Rs 

81 3,000 appr.  8,200,000 

Ambattur  Estate 
Madras  (S3I only) 

Ho.  of Total Capital/     Government  Govt.Cap*/ Output/ Output/ 
Units       Employment4 Capital Employee        Capital       Employee      Annum      Employee 

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs KB 

Investment/    Output/    Output/Empl./ 
Employee   "       Annum Annum 

Rs Rs Ks 

2,733 100,000,000     '3,'53 

434 12,^00    140,000,000       11,200      49,000,000 3,920 210,000,000  16,800 

Both these estates contained  small units u*inp advanced  technologies 

and the  Sanatnapar Estate is  said to have  full  central  facilities  and 

a toolroom with  international  aid. 

Dr. Somasekhara's study carried out in Mysore State across two 

periods with an interval of ten years is full of interesting material 

and deserves to be read in full. His conclusions are that the indus- 

trial estates programme as a whole has not achieved its objectives and, 

in the conditions in which it was operating at the time of his second 

study,  (I97I-72), was not an effective tool  for: 

- creating new small  enterprises; 

- creating employment opportunities; 

- the industrialisation of rural and backward areas. 

4 
India Report,  p. 22. 

Added by the Editor 

India Report, p. 29 

Calculated fro« the figures 
given  in the  Report. 

-* Evaluation Report No.  I4, p.   1 • 
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In his Concluding Remarks he  s.jys that both   in the   original, 

(benchmark),  study of  1%1-62  and  in the follow-cn  study  of  1971-72: 

- comparative  indices  of re.it   technical  and   economic   effic- 
iency on industrial   estates are consistently lower than 
those  for the  control  group of firms outside; 

- industrial   estates  have become comparatively capital 
intensive,   (one reason being the preferential  treatment 
of firms on  industrialisâtes in the  supply of machinery, 
domestic and  foreign);'" 

- the  rate of  growth   of employment  on  «states  was   relatively 
lower than in the control  group; 

- neither gross output  nor gross earnings have  ino-oased 
faster than  outside; 

- industrial   estates  have  sustained   and   fostered   otherwise 
inefficient   small   firms which outside would  have   died a 
natural death; 

- industrial   estates have not been very successful   in estab- 
lishing small   industries in rural   and backward areas; 

- shifts cf units  from places of higher concentration to rural 
estates were almost  non-existent. 

It  is not possible here  even to summarise tin  evidence on which 

these  findings are based.    Criticisms of a similar nature,   although 

less scientifically documented,  have been made by  other researchers 

and  observers  in recent years,   including the International   Perspec- 

tive Planning Team,   financed by the Ford Foundation,   and  a World 

Bank mission in 1965« 

Dr. Somasekhara does not  suggest that  all  the  industrial  e8tat.es 

are ineffective and mentions  specifically the Okhla Estate at Delhi 

and the estate  at Guirdy,  Madras,  as exceptions.     He suggests that 

major reasons for their success is that they are better organised as 

to facilities  and that  this  is possible because they are  big and 

homogeneous in the  industries represented.       His  suggestions for 

means by which the performance of estates can be  improved  are con- 

tained in pages  10 to 22 of his Concluding Remarks.     They  are referred 

to in the Conclusions to this Report, 

Evaluation Report,  Concluding Remarks,  p.   1  et  seq. or Somasekhara, 
op. cit. 

2 Evaluation Report  No.  M•  P« 7« 

" "        No.  14.  pp. 9-10 

» "        No.  14.  p. 6,  Footnote  50. 
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Thr   India  Report   nays that  considerable   success his been achieved 

in  promoting specialised  and   advanced  technology cGtates such  as the 

Technocrats  Kstate  at Balança.,   Hyderabad, created to enable  qualified 

engineers  to set   up enterj.H &ept   the  Instronics Rstate at  Madras, 

^electronics and   instrument, making),   and   furuvar-imhnr  Kstate,   Tiru- 

ch*rapallit   which   is composed  mainlv   of  sub-oont raotors  of  ftharat 

Heavy  Kleotrical  Corpora;ion.       These   estates have had  special   fin- 

ancial   aid  and   all   have   important   technical   aid  and  central   service 

facilities.    It   is almost certain that  these and  similar technology 

intensive   industries could not  have been established  or operated as 

effectively had  they not been set  up  in estates. 

Tho Goverame.it  of India  is well   aware  of the weaknesses in the 

programme,   which  have been clue  to a too rapid  expansion.    Some,   such 

as  poorly  selected locations,  may also have been due to political 

pressures,   since  the  industrial   estate  is an attractive means  for a 

politician to show what  he is doing for his constituents.    Certainly 

in the past  a number of estates were   launched without  proper f e isi— 

bility studies  and market  research.     This is now over;  there  is 

a trend  towards  increased specialisation,  as  in the estates mentionod 

above,   and  towards greater selectiveness in the acceptance  of entre- 

preneurs . 

It   is very difficult to  separate out  the effectiveness of 

the   industrial  estates programme  from that of the small  industry 

programme  as a whole.    Its costs are clearly high - the figures for 

expenditure and  costs certainly understate the amount  of resources 

which have been devoted - but   it   is   likely to remain  in the  fore- 

front  of  small  industry development  and can profitably be used as a 

stimulus  to industrialisation,   although  it  is doubtful  if  it   is a 

catalyst  on its own. 

1 
India Report, Section 3, p. 2? et seq. 

"    "  , see Conclusions, pp. 31-33. 
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( r. )       Malay nit 

The industrialisation  of Malaysia has  procedine! very  fast,  in the 

last  decade.    Statistics  from  the Manufacturing Census,   1970 show 

that   in the five .years   1966-1970,  ppoas sales of manufactured poods 

rose by  81  per cent,   employment   rose 81.S por cent,   the number of 

establishments  rose by   12.7   per cent  and the average  employment   per 

establishment by 66 per cent.       Exports of manufactured floods rose 

roughly  in parallel with the   increase in gross sales,  but  between 

1TM and  1^74,   a period not  covered by the above  figures,   exports 

rose  in absolute term3  from  525 million Malaysian Dollars,   (Mt),  to 

M $  10,189 million,  an  increase of 1800 per cent! 

This rapid  increase   in   industrialisation and   the  recent even 

more  rapid increase  in manufactured exports has resulted  from a 

single minded drive  on  the  part  of the Federal and  State Governments 

to promote industrialisation.     It   is not only seen as a moans of  reducing 

dependence on primary  commodities but to be  essential  for the reduction 

of disparities in regional  development and  a more  equitabl" distri- 

bution of incomes.       It   is   also seen aa a means of brinj»n*r more 

Malays   into manufacture  and  commerce. 

Industrial estates have been and are  a key  element   in the  fur- 

therance of this policy.     The   first  industrial estate was  set up in 

Petaling Jaya,   some  15  miles   from Kuala Lumpur,  primarily to provide 

work   for relocated 3quatterst   in  1°52.    After three years  only six 

acres  had been taken  out  of   100 allocated.     In 19S7  the Federal 

(iovernement  initiated   its  "Incentives to Industry"  policy.     This was 

so successful   in getting industrialists out to the  estate that the 

original   \00 acres proved  inadequate and a further 400 were allocated. 

By the  end of  1966 there were   264  factories,  4^ in  pioneeer industries, 

providing work for 10,000. 

The federal  Industrial   Development  Authority,   (FIDA),  was 

UNIDO:    evaluation Report  on InduBtrial Estates Wo. 9 - Malaysia. 
IUWG 2}l7!T    p.  11,   Table V. 

Malaysia Report,  op. cit.   p.12. In 1973-74 US t  1   = M $ 2.54 later 2.40 
4 ,  p.  20. 

, p.  20. 

Malaysia Report,  p.   15* 
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created for the purpose of promoting and  controlling the development 

of industrial estates and to promote industrial development  in general. 

The success of the Petaling Jaya Estate promoted the setting 

up of a series of State Economic Development Corporations, (SEDCB), 

of which there are now  12,  for the construction of estates.  Since 

1975,   all matters connected with  industrial  estates have to be 
2 

channelled through PIDA. 

The Government   launched a massive campaign, backed by  a  sys- 

tem of  liberal   fiscal   incentives to attract new industries.  FIDA was 

responsible for ensuring that  industrial  esfetes were only built 

where  labour and essential  services could  be provided.  Since  measures 

of success were  increased employment  and the development of  new 

skills,  the prime   iim was to attract  medium and large scale  enter- 

prises.    Little or no attention was paid  to small scale industry. 

Loans on easy terms were made  available to the SBDfJs  to con- 

struct   industrial  estates.    At  firrt  one or two of the wealthier 

estates proceeded on their own. 

There are now 59 industrial  estates  including seven  free 

trade zones.    Employment  in 1972,  excluding handicrafts,  is  given as 

206,   127,  of whom  173,700,   (84 per cent),  are estimated to be  on 

industrial   estates.       The consultant  has calculated that,  when all 

the estates under construction are completed and all the factories 

occupied,  something likely to take many years,  employment will   rise 

to nearly 310,000.^ At  present,  (Sep-tamber,   1976), the total  number 

of factory plots,   (leasable area),  amount to 9t240 acres,  of which 

6,750 acres have been allocated.    It  is intended to increase  the total 

area by another 9,500 acres under the Third Malaysian Plan,  but 

about a quarter of the existing land still has to be disposed  of. 

T Malaysia Report,  p.  21 
11 11 t P' 21. 

, p. 21. 

Malaysia Report, p.  18, Table X, 
etc. See p. 18 for estimate of 
employment. 

Appendix II. 

Malaysia Report, p. 25. 
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Of ttifi 59 estates,  4I  are  located on the western side of the 

peninsula,  8 on the east  side and 10 in East Malaysia.    The west 

Ì3 the most developed part of the country, but  under the Third Plan 

the  less  industrially advanced  States will have  priority. 

The Malaysian Report gives extensive details  of the programme 

and  its  social and economic background.     It appears to have been suc- 

cessful   in attracting industry  through  a combination of factors.    The 

liberal   system of fiscal   incentives has attracted  industry which 

might have settled elsewhere.     The estates designers have maximised 

the  leasable areas and  eliminated inessentials.     The  general   policy 

of providing only prepared and   serviced  land  instead of land and 

buildings nan <*1 lowed the rate  of development   to be maintained in 

keeping with the  foreseen demand,  thereby reducing unproductive  in- 

vestment   and creating cheaper plots.     The time taken to have an 

estate  ready to receive  tenants  is usually one year from the date 

of the  acquisition of the land. 

Prepared  land on  industrial  estates  is cheaper than equi- 

valent  land in private hands and the fact that  it  is  available at 

short notice and with minimal  formalities is a major attraction for 

industrialists.    Free trade zones and abundant cheap labour by the 

standards of industrialised countries are obvious inducements, 

particularly to export   oriented assembly industries. 

The estates have no central facilities or amenitieB other 

than the basic  service«,  and,  in the free trade  zone«,  peripheral 

fences and security guards, but  provision is made for worker housing 

where estates are not near towns. 

Tiie Government does not  regard the creation of the estates 

as an investment in real eBtate development from which a direct 

profit  is to be derived,  but the consultant believes that a profit 

is made. 

Other aspects of the Malaysian industrial estate programme are 

discussed in the appropriate  sections below. 

Malaysian Report, p.  39 et seq. Conclusions,  for most of the above 
data. 
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(d)        Nepal 

Nepal  Ì3  in the very early stages of industrialisation.    In the 

fiscal year 1973-74,   the contribution of manufacturing to the GDP was 

only three per cent,   exclusive of cott--\<n>  industries. 

The number of  manufacturing establishments  in  1972—7^f   (Census 

of Manufacturing Establishments), was 2,434»   providing employment  for 

47«  638.    However,   1,860 of these were  in rice milling and  oil ex- 

pressing employing 18,909 persons.    Out  of the  2,434  listed,   875 or 

abouk   36 per cent were  temporarily or permanently closed down,  a 

large number for lack  of raw materials.    Disputes  in partnerships 

appear to be another major cause.c 

In 1972-73 the   industrial estates accounted  for 2,336  employed 

out of the total  of 47,638,   or about  five per cent.     If the  rice mill- 

ing and oil enterprises are  excluded  - not many are  on tie estates — 

the percentage becomes  eight. 

There are seven industrial estate;   of which  one is not yet 

operational and  one more is in the planning stage.     Two estates, 

Balaju and Hetaudi were developed with US assistance,    "nie Indian 

Cooperation Mission aided in the construction of all the others. 

The Balaju Estate was  intended for small and medium  industry,  the 

Hetaudi Estate for medium and large units and  the Patan Estate,  five 

kilometres from Kathmandu,  in an area rich in woodcarvers and 

metalworkers,  to promote small scale and cottage industries.    In 

the event,  industries  of mixed sizes are to be found  in all  three. 

Under the New Economic Policy,   1974,  the Government  pro- 

claimed a series of objectives of the type common to most countries at 

this stage of development,  namely, increasing and improving indus- 

trial  production, creating industrial employment, mobilising local 

capital and skills,   achieving self-reliance  in essential goods and 

construction materials and minimising regional  imbalances.     The 

tools to attain these  goals are industrial estates,   loans and 

financial incentives. 

UNIDOt    Evaluation of Industrial Estates No.  10 - Nepal.  ID/WO 231/9 
p. 7. 

Nepal Report,   p.  9. Nepal Report,  p.  1«j.    4 Nepal Report,  p.   12. 
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The  six industrial  estates  in operation have planned total 

capacity of 2r)1  establishments.    At  the  moment  only 114 a^e  in exis- 

tence.    Only Balaju  and  Patan have  reasonably high occupation  rates, 

(44/I)0 and   34/38 respectively).     Investment   in the three mam estates, 
1 

(Balaju,  Hetaudi   and   Patan),   to   1973-74   is  26,6^6,451   rupees. 

This works  out  at   9,<>7H  rupees-,   for  '-ach   of the  ¿,/8} emplyees   in 
?. 

1974. 

The   incentives and benefits allowed to firms moving on to  the 

industrial   estates  are  substantial and  include  loans to industrialists 

of up to 95  per cent  of  fix^d assets,  various tax remissions and  holi- 

days and a differential  interest  rate  on the  loans.    All  the estates 

have administration buildings in addition to prepared and  serviced 

plots and  some estates have varying additional central facilities 

and amenities.    Lessees  of plots may build their own buildings,   sub- 

ject to approval,   or the administration may construct and  lease  work- 

shops. 

The growth  of the programme has been slow.    Balaju, Hetaudi and 

Patan were established in  1960-63 and Hetaudi is still  only one  third 

occupied.    Employment has remained practically static for two years, 

(1974-75),  but there  is said to be a move  to take up places and  Balaju 

has a waiting list. 

The  output   of the  firms on Balaju  and Patan is sometimes  higher 

and some times lower than equivalent  firm3 outside.    It  seems that 

in the bigger firms  it  is higher, but  the  output per capita does not 

entirely conform.       There  is no indication to suggest that firms  on 

estates have better perfromance than those outside and the estates 

may be supporting enterprises which would not otherwise survive. 

The failure rate on the estates  is high but  less than the national 

average. 

Most  of the  firms are new and the coat  of setting up a new 

factory on an estate is less than that  of establishing the same 

facilities elsewhere.    Indeed,  sites with adequate    supplies of 

<    n 1    o A        _        11        (T1„V1„    TT J Nepal Report,  p.   13,  Table II. 

" "      ,  see table on p.   15« 

Nepal Report, p.16,   Table  III, 
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water  and  electricity outside the  industrial  estates may b^ diffi- 

cult   to  find.    The industrial   estate programme has been essential 

to  the  establishment of new ventures which,  but  for  its existence, 

would  not  havf come  into being and,   therefore,   for  increasing the 

level   of*  industrial employment. 

(•) Pakistan 

Pakistan has been dealt  with at  length  in the First  Report,  but 

not  from the standpoint  of promoting industrial  development. 

11   small  industry  estates,   two of them very small,   have been 

established between the years  I960 and  I965.    Five  large  industry 

estates have also been established,  the first   in Karachi  in  194Ö. 

After the Partition  from India in 1947*  the  new state was 

left with practically no  industry.    Karachi,  a town of around  }00,000, 

found  its population swollen overnight to around two million.    The 

estate was set up by means  of Government  loans,   its development 

phased  over 20 years at   a cost  of   }} million rupees.       By   1962 

it  was  reported to have   firms employing 50,000 and by   1969,   with 

672  firms  in production,   employment was expected to  reach   100,000. 

Unfortunately it was not   studied   in the course of the UNIDO study 

mission.     In 1971-72 employment   in large industries was estimated 

at   i00,000,  so this estate  alone must have contributed anything up 

to  one third of the total   employment,    tìnployment  in the other large 

industry estates is not  known,  but after I965 the  programme  slowed 

up for lack of foreign exchange. 

The small  industry estates have not proved nearly as  success- 

ful.     There are rather conflicting statistics about  the occupation of 

the  six estates in the Punjab,  because a number of firms saia to have 

gone out  of business are  said to be included in the totals.      Accord- 
ing to the official figures there were in 1975  ^98 units on thy Punjab 

estates  and 56 in three  others,   with  figures for the  remaining two 

not  available.      Three estates  in Punjab, Gujranwala,  Sialkot and 

UNIDO:     Evaluation Report on Industrial Estates No. 4 - Pakistan 
ID/HO 231/4. p. I*.       — S  

UM Report, op. cit. p.  298 et  seq. 

Pakistan Report, p. 5,  Table  1. 
Pakistan Report,  p.28 

3        " H      ,  P. 29, 
Table  11. 
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Gujrat.     The  firnt two have occupancy  rates of about   100 per cent. 

Moat  of  the  industries established on them in the middle sixties were 

new.    Gujranwala and Sialkot are traditional  areas of specialised 

small   industries,  Sialkot being a major export er of sports goods and 

surgical  instruments.    Bothlestates benefitted from liberal  access to 

foreign  exchange  loans and both have  specialised technical   institutes 

located on the  estates.    Occupancy at Gujrat has come up in the last 

three years:  before that it was very  low. Many firms  on it  specialise 

in the manufacture of electric   fans.     Ine other estates have  an 

occupancy  rate  of about 26 per cent  or below. 

The estimated employment   in small  scale  industry estates 
2 

totals  8,000.       Planned  investment   for sanctioned units on the 

Punjab estates   is  12,600 rupees  per employee,  but this  is based on 

n figure of  11,000 employed,  which the consultant considers  too 

high.       On the basis of figures  in the  Report,  output  per worker 

per annum on tho estates is somewhere between B,7S0 and   12,500 

rupees,   while  that   for small  scale  industries as a whole on the basis 

of a workforce  of 2 million is  only between 7^0 and   1,000 rupees per 

annum,   but the  figure  seems very doubtful. 

In addition,  thoBe firms  on  industrial estates  receiving for- 

eign exchange   loans are heavily  in arrears with their repayments. 

Enterprises  are also in arrears with their plot costs and quite a large 

number refuse  to pay the maintenance  charges.      The estates have 

absorbed financial resources and planning resources incommensurate with 

their role in  industrial development  in Pakistan to date. 

(f)        Senegal 

Senegal  is one of the countries discussed in the First  Report 

and included here because it represents a country industrialising 

ab initio and using an industrial estate as a forcing house  for new 

entrepreneurs. 

Pakistan Report, p. 27 Table  10. 
2 

" "       , p.   30 for discussion on difficulties of estimating 
employment. 

^        " "       , p. 42, Table  10. 5 Pakistan Report,   p.  36. 
4        " "       , p. 6 Table  2. 6        " »      ,   p. 4L 
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The only estate operating at the time of the study was the 

Thies Estate,  initiated in I967.    Nine firma were on the estate 

employing 138 workers,  the  investment so far having been the equivalent 

of US $ 296,480 with an addition of t 43,750 in international  funds. 

Five  of the firms have proved able  to benefit,  from the aid  and tuition 

in management  and technology which they have received and  are making 

satisfactory profits,   although they are very dependent  on Government 
2 

orders.    The remaining four are in poor condition. 

The Thiea  Estate must be  regarded as an experiment  and  it  has 

proved that artisans can be developed into industrialists with proper 

conditions and technical   and managerial  assistance.    However,   the 

amount  of "nursing" which has been provided has proved very expensive 

and would be prohibitive  if extended on a  large  scale. 

Pour other estates,   including one   free  zone at Dakar,  are 

either under construction or being planned. 

(g)        Shri Lanka 

The growth  of industrial production in Shri Lankfi has been steady, 

if unspectacular until  1975, when there was a significant  increase, 

possibly as much as  16 per cent,  on the  1974 figures.-*    In 1975 there 

were,  according to a survey made by the Central Bank of Ceylon,   1,489 

manufacturing enterprises employing 107,944 persons and producing 

goods worth 5,966.6 million rupees.*    There has recently been some 

falling off in performance due to scarcity of foreign exchange cutting 

off supplies of raw materials.    The per capita output was 55,274 

rupees.    The total number of firms registered by the Ministry of 

Industries and Scientific Affairs is 3,376,   including those more  im- 

portant firms noted above.  Most  of these  are small firms within the 

Government's definition of the term and there are in addition, 

probably another 2,000 unregistered, apart  from handicrafts estab- 

lishments.' 

UHIDOt Evaluation Report on Industrial  Estates No. 5 - Senegal, 
ID/MO 231/5.  p.    p. 6 and First Report,   p. 62,  Tabic  12. 

2 
First Report, p. 63. 

UNIDO:  Evaluation Report  on Industrial  Estateo No.11  - Shri Lanka, 
ID/WO 231/13, p. 

* Shri Lanka Report, p. ^ Ibid. p. 
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There are at  prosent  threejindustrial   estates in 3hri   Lanka. 

Of these the Ekala Estate near Colombo is  fully operational   and   occu- 

pied  and  that at  Pallakelle,   near Kandy,  80  per cent occupied.     The 

third  estate  in  the extreme north of the  island,   is only  /just  petting 

uner way.    However,   only eight  of the 27 buildings occupied   at 

Pallakelle  are  leased  to  p^ivte   industry,   the others being occupied 

by Government  and othor public  organisations. 

The total number of units occupied  or allocated is  8/.,   taken 

by  39 firms or other bodies.     Total   employment  is  2,199 and   production 

valued  at  71.21  i> illion rupees.      Per capita output  ir-, thus   32,382 

rupees per annum,  comsiderably lower than for industry as  a whole. 

The  industrial   estates provide accommodation for 2.6 per cent  of 

the major firms,  two per cent  of the manufacturing employment  and 

1.12 per cent of the  production.    On this basis the industrial 

estates cannot yet be considered to have contributed much to   the 

industrialisation of Shri Lanka. 

(h)        Turkey 

The case of Turkey has been dealt with extensively  in the First 

Report.     It  ìB unnecessary to go into detail here. 

Action in setting up industrial estates started with Government 

initiative in 196} and moved fairly slowly at first, but by  1966—67 

it had  accelerated considerably and has maintained an average  of 

seven new submissions  for approval  of new estates every year. 

At the time of the  study there were 28 estates operational,   44 

under construction and  13 under consideration. 

The distinctive feature of this programme is that  it  is genera- 

ted by the industrialists themselves.    Most of the estates  in Western 

Anatolia,  the most developed part of the country,  are of the 

"dispersal" type.    Conditions in the cities are so bad and premises so 

cramped that many industrialists are eager to get out and the muni- 

cipal authorities are happy to help them by placing land at  the dis- 

posal  of estates at   low prices.    Government contributions  are  only 

Shri  Lanka Report,   p.   10 et  seq. UNIDO:  Evaluation Report  on 
2    1( „ Industrial Estates No.   1  - Turkey 

•  p*   12' ID/WO 231/1 
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in the form of  loant at   low interest  for buildings.  Land must  be 

purchased by the executing apenoies,  usually cooperatives  of indus- 

trialists,   infrastructure construction and purchase of machinery may 

be  financed by bank loans.    Some cooperatives do not  even approach 

the Government  for aid.     The Government provides technical  advice 

on the  setting up and construction. 

Most  of the estates operational to date are west  of a line 

from Samsun in the north to Gaziantep in the  south.     The  eastern half 

of the country is much poorer and the Government  is trying to pro- 

mote estates there for developmental    reasons. 

The proportion of the small  scale industry workforce at  present 

employed  in firms on industrial estates is  still fairly small,  but it 

is growing fast  and when all  tho estates at  present under construction 

and planned come into operation,   (normally all  firms move on as soon 

as an estate  is completed),  it  should represent a significant  pro- 

portion.     On most  of the estates visited  it  was estimated that  the 

average   firm had at  least doubled  its workforce and  its turnover within 

two years of moving in.    Some had done much better.    The  success  of 

the small   industries industrial  estates programme has  led  larger indus- 

trialists to emulate it  and  industrial areas  for larger industries are 

now being established. 

The  industrial estates programme  in  Turkey appears to be  suc- 

ceeding and contributing both to increased  industrial  production and 

employment.    There may be a number of special  factors to account  for 

the success,  one of them being the number of Turkish workers and  arti- 

sans who work in Western Europe and  return with some capital and 

improved  skills.    The programme costs the Government nothing,  apart 

from maintaining a central administrative and advisory service, which 

Ì8 quite  small.  Loans repaid and  interest  are used to make further 

loans. 
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Conclusions on the Contribution of industrial  Estates to the 
general Objectives of the Programmes  in the Countries visited 

(1) In all  the countries visited,   except Malaysia,   the number 

of firms  on  industrial estates  and  the total  output  forms 

a small,   sometime;'» insignificant   proportion of the  total 

number of enterprises in the  small   industry sector and  of 

the total   industrial output.     In  Turkey  this proportion 

begin to be   significant within th » next year or two. 

(2) Again with  the exception of Malaysia,  the numbers  employed 

on industrial  estates are  still   a small   proportion of 

total  industrial  employment.     In  Turkey  this is   likely 

to chanp^   in the near future. 

(})     Such evidence  as there is  on the contribution of estates 

to the decentralisation of industry into  rural  or backward 

area? seems  rather negative,  but  needs  further investig- 

ation. 

(4) Such evidence  as there is does not support the view that 

firma on  industrial estates have  a higher productivity 

or efficiency than those outside.    Por India and  Shri 

Lanka the  overall  figures suggest that  firms on industrial 

estates are  less efficient,  with the exception,   in India, 

of some of the high technology estates.     In Nepal  thi evi- 

dence is  inconclusive.    Small  firms on estates  in Pakistan 

3eem to have a much higher productivity,  but the  figures 

need reexamination. 

(5) In India, estates seem to be proving very successful for 

the promotion of spjcific industrial sectors and special 

groups of entrepreneurs. 

(6) In Turkey,   industrial estates are, for the most  part, 

•pacificaily concerned with removal of small firms from 

the cities and  in this they have been conspicuously suc- 

cessful.     Evidence from elsewhere is less conclusive; 

in Pakistan it appears to be largely negative. 
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Alternative Means of promoting Industrialisation and  its 
Objectives 

If industria]   ^states are not  necessarily the best way of 

promoting industrialisation rapidly and  of achieving the  related 

objectives economically under all conditions,  what are  the alter- 

natives? 

This question was not in the original  terms of reference of the 

study,  but it BeemB difficult to take a critical view of indus- 

trial estate prorammes    without  looking briefly at the alternatives. 

They de ^m to boil down to three: 

(a) Complete nationalisation of all  the means of production and, 

possibly,   of distribution, with centralised planning arid 

direction of all  economic and  social development. 

(b) The maintenance  of an important  private industrial  sector with 

subntantial   intervention and aid  from government,   including 

concessions,  protection for specified industries,  extension 

and training services but without  government establishing 

industrial  estates. 

(c) Complete disinterest on the part  of government  towards the 

private sector of industry except  as regards  legislation. 

Case {o)     ìB so rare today as to te not worth discussing. 

Discussion below is therefor limited to  (a) and  (b). 
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(a)        Nationalisation of Industry with centralised   Planning and 
Direction 

This   is   the  system  adopted  by  all   the  liooiali^t  countries  of 

Eastern  Europe   and  certain  others,   including Cuba,   ttv   nnbipot   of a 

report   in this   3i>ri"a  of  studies,  which   i :•  examined   briefly  here 

without  consideration of  any   political   lnipl icat iena.     The   reader 

is  referred   t<>   H"   "«port   fnr   further d»tii]s. 

The  Republic  of Cuba  is   a  socialist   state   operating on  a 

base  formed  by   a conjunction  of  Oovernment  departments  and  Jtat< 

enterprises.     Priva'* e  property   is  only to be   found   today   in  agri- 

culture  and  there  it   is very  circumscribe i.    One  of  the  key   features 

of all   socialist  planning is  that   it  is highly  integrated,  that   is, 

in any oni  period plan,  usually  five yearly,  a balance  is maintained 

in the development  of each  economic and  social   sector with  a high 

degree  of interdependence between sectors.    Por example,   agro- 

industrial  development   is  linked  directly with the  development   of agri- 

culture,  basic materials are  produced in variety and quantities 

to meet  the  planned outputs  of the manufacturing sector and  tech- 

nological  education is  linked  directly to the development  of techno- 

logically advanced industries.     This  is the result  of carefully 

developed policies.    As one  set  of goals  is achieved,   priorities 

change.     Thus,   in Cuba,   in the Pive Year Plan  for  1976-80,  the  past 

emphasis on the creation of a physical  and social  infrastructure    and 

the modernisation of agriculture has yielded priority to industrial 

development.     In this  sector  a balance is being struck  between 

agro-industries,   including the manufacture of agricultural  machinery, 

construction materials and  consumer goods to absorb  some of the  in- 

creased purchasing power of the  population. 

The  strategy of  industrial development  includes: 

(1) decentralisation of industry away from the capital  and 
distribution through the  I4 provinces; 

(2) extensive mechanisation and  automation of the production 
process to offset  the  increasing shortage  of labour. 

UNIDO:    Evaluation Report  on Industrial  Estates No.  2 - Cuba, 
ID/WG 23T72. 

Cuban Report,  p. 7• 
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ITiis preoccupation has led to emphasis being placed  on  large 

plants ;ind  to the  gradual  merger of former privately owned   small  firms 

into much  larger units.    Smaller production unitB continue to exiBt 

where they have to be  near the consumer,   (bakeries,   ice  plants),   or 

where the demand does not  justify a large unit, but small   3cale  indus- 

tires as  such have disappeared and there   is not even an official 

definition of small  scale  industry. 

Industrial   plants  are set up and  operated by state  owned 

enterprises.    Industrial  projects must be  submitted to the National 

Planning Board for approval  and allocation of a priority.     If 

approved they are  subjected to rigorous technical and  economic 

scrutiny for their  feasibility, both economically and technological ly. 

Industrial   estates as such do not  exist, but industrial  zones 

have been developed to provide the necessary physical  infrastructure 

and facilities,  including the social amenities which are  an  integral 

part of all  industrial   projects.    Two measures have been adopted: 

(1) The creation of industrial  sones  in the areas  selected 
as development  poles. 

(2) Concentration of industrial  production by means of 
vertical  or horizontal complexes based,  sometimes,  on 
nearness to raw material  sources.    One or more  of these 
complexes may be included  in an industrial  zone. 

Hie grouping of plant3  is for economy and  efficiency md  for eco- 

logical  reasons.    All  complexes have extensive social  facilities such 

as central kitchens and canteens, nurseries,  medical centre« and 

social clubs.    In most   socialist countries,   social  life  tends to 

be more closely linked  with the enterprise  than elsewhere. 

The industrial   zones,aB Buch,  have had a negligible  effect on 

industrial development  since they are the  result of decisions to estab- 

lish certain plants and put them in a certain locality and not  the 

reason for their choosing to be there.    The annual growth rate of Cuban 
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industry from  I97O to 1975 averages 7.7 per cent, with individual 

sectors having rates varying from 2.} per cent,   (mining),  to  30.1 

per cent,   (construction materials).    Only sugar processing declined 

somewhat. 

Quite clearly, under conditions where  the Government controls 

all   the finances  of the country,   industrialisation can proceed at  the 

pace which  the  Government decides can be sustained,   taking into 

consideration factors such  as  the availability  of  foreign exchange, 

(for the purchase  of equipment  and certain  raw materials),  and 

other sectors competing for funds.    Since  regional development  is  an 

integral part   of overall development,  it will   be decided c^ntrally 

wh»re industry will be located,   subject,   of course,   to overriding 

technical  and  economic considerations such  as   proximity to raw mat- 

erials or ports.     No meaningful   estimates can be  given of costs and 

benefits,   since  they are not   subject to the  same direct criteria 

as  in non-centrally planned  economies. 

(b)        Private Sector Industry aided by Government without government- 
sponsored  industrial Estates 

This ia the real alternative for most  developing countries and 

is the current  situation in many,  including several  of those visited. 

The choice between this and a substantial programme of state-aided 

industrial estates is is what  this Study is primarily about. 

In certain countries visited, India included,  the Government 

already gives  substantial benefits and aid to small  industry as a 

whole.    The benefits offered  to firms moving on to industrial es- 

tates are often marginal,  except for those it   is sought to attract 

to rural   or backward areas.     The Small Industries Service Institutes 

in India certainly service many more firms outside estates than they 

do firms on estates.    A large majority of the «states seta in the oours« 

of the study missions did not  have central services beyond the basic 

infrastructure. 

The fact  is that most countries have been progressing without 

industrial  estates and the question which is  to be answered here is 

whether they would  have progessed or would progress any faster or with 
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greater economy of resources  if estates were  established on a large 

scale.    One answer may be the encouragement of estates sponsored 

and paid for by groups of industrialists on the Turkish pattern, 

for which govornments may provide loans and extension services but in 

which they will  not directly  invest put lie money.    The mere  estab- 

lishment of estates through the action of the   industrialists  them- 

selves ensures  that places will be filled and  that those participat- 

ing are convinced that  they will be of direct  benefit.    They will 

therefore be the more determined to get  full  value out  of them. 

If need be, governments can always direct industry into cer- 

tain regions or make its establishment difficult in certain others. 

Without the use  of compulsory  legislation, they can make the  incen- 

tives to locate  in specific regions so attractive that new or ex- 

panding industries will be glad to comply.    This is done in the United 

Kingdom and some other European countries. 

Conclusions 

The first alternative may have merits for developing countries, 

but it  is dependent on political decisions which are outside the 

scope of this study.    The second alternative, already exists in many 

countries.    It  may involve a lesser expenditure of public funds 

than one involving government   financed estates f although the  loss 

of revenue due to tax and other concessions may become considerable. 

Whether it is more or less efficient as a means of promoting rapid 

industrialisation and overall economic development must depend to 

a large extent  on conditions in individual countries. 
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II.       FAOTOHS  IWI'IRNCING THE SWCRSa OP INDUSTRIAL EST AT RS 

Introducati on 

In   th« First   Heport   the   factors  influencinr  the   success  of 

industrial   estates  were  pyanuned briefly   in Chapter V.    What   is 

:>il   1 ••Mí  confutò  mainly  of modi f mat ions  to the   original   state- 

mnnts  irisinf ''rom   ideas   vmi'rpinp  in  the  course  of   the  second   phas» 

studios with   Homp   additions  which   are now   s».• en is   important. 

Before  froi n/r  into   the  subject,   it   should   b^   noted   that   in   try- 

ing  to mak>>   .ississmnn^s  of  the  "success"   of  otites,   some  consul- 

tants,   including  the  present  writer,  ha"«3   tended   to  equate   siwesp with 

rat'»   of  ormip-ffloy,   that   io,   thp   °xt,:>nt  to  w) \r\   tli°   ostai ^a  have 

h»<>n  accented by   industrialists.     It  is cc-tainlv   t rup  that  no 

programme  can succeed   if  thp  pstitpg  aro   not   occupied  but.   at   i h"   sam° 

ti'r^f   occupancy  i"   not  an  *»nd   in   itself.      ~;' ••i-f>r national   oh ìpet- 

ivKi  and   thp  extent   to wl ich   they   ar»  fulfi 1l"d   arc   + h"  true 

criteria  of   success.     This   have  bfipn riiscus'ìpii   in  Chapter   I   and 

other asnects arc   discussed   in Chapter III.     Th«   factors  diacucuod 

?n  this chapter aro therefore those which   attract   industry  in the 

first place  and  "nable  it.  to be   efficient   - hopefully more  efficient 

than it would have been outside - and thus  in the   long run  fulfil 

th°  national   aims  and at  the  name  time bpnefit consumers by pro- 

vi dinp better and  cheaper products  and  service«. 

The   fartorn   reexamined below are those  identified   in the 

First Report with   the addition of  three more,  namely: 

- Wie preconditions necessary to the establishment  of a 
successful   industrial  estates programme. 

- Th > extent  to which a selection has been made from among 
entrepreneurs seeking places and   from among fir.ns so as 
to ensure  the acceptance  of the more enterprising and  a 
degree of homogeneity,  primarily  for government   sponsored 
estates. 
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- In the case  of small   industry estates,  the extent  to which 
central   and  extension services are  provided,   especially 
in the   least  developed countries   in  the  early  years. 

This  last   item  is  to  some  extent  an  amplification  in  more pre- 

cise  tortus of the  item on government  support,   (item 6).     The  pre- 

conditions are  dealt  with  an  a separate   section;   other   factors 

retain  th-ir original   item numbers. 

1. The Pre-conditions  to  establishing  industrial   Estate 
Programmes 

This  factor  applies  particularly  to the   least  developed   count- 

ries.     It   is considered  h»re with  special   regard  to th.;  conditions  in 

Sudan,   where no  programme  has yet  been   launched.     The  minimum  pre- 

conditions necessary  in  the   small   scale   industry  sector  to offer 

a  reasonable chance  of  success   in contributing to economic   and 

social   development   appear to be: 

(1) Centres  of  population with   sufficient  purchasing power 
to  provide markets   for a diversity  of products  and   services 
capable  of being supplied by a substantial   number of 
small   firms and  artisan  industries. 

(2) The  existence of a large number of small  firms and  artisan 
workshops with  substantial  numbers  in selected  industrial 
3ectors. 

(3) An actual and potential supply of entrepreneurs able and 
willing to take advantage of the facilities and benefits 
offered by industrial estates. 

(4) A nucleus of skilled workers and workers who can be 
trained  with the  facilities provided. 

(5) Conditions in cities and towiiB such that industry is 
hampered by its working conditions and cannot easily 
expand  its production. 

(6) Clear cut and consistent  concepts and  policies on the 
part  of the government on what the estates are expected 
to achieve and willingness to provide the  incentives 
necessary to further these  aims. 

(7) Appropriate government  institutions able to undertake the 
planning and  implementation of the programme,  together 
with the  financial  institutions necessary to provide 
loans and credits. 

(8) An adequate physical infra-structure in terms of water, 
electricity and physical communications, at least within 
the region to be served by the estates. 
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(lO)     Adequately   qualified  staff  with   training and  exprrirncr 
in  industrial   astato  promotion and   management  and 
technical   staff  able to operate  the  extension «ervices. 

( 11 )     facilities   through   trained   c-.taff  or with   fxtornai   airi 
for spiantine o.ird it'ate;?   for  plants. 

iiomr» of those  points  are  raiend with  respect  to conditions  in 

¡Sudan   in  the   report   on   that   country.        Tri«1  findings   will   only  b<* 

summarisod  her°. 

Sudan  has throe   areas  with   importan)   ¡'»i'-itions,  although 

they ar»   somewhat  out   off   from  one  another and   from   the sea by   poor 

communication».     Tri «y   ar>-   tho   richer  ar^ai;  and   appear to hav«   suff- 

icient   purchaRinfr pow^r  to  sustain  muti'  a   l^rpe  number of  small 

industries,   as  well   as   a  few   lar^e  ones.     There  appear to be  many 

small   entrepreneurs  capable   of development under the   right  conditions 

and a workforce with basic  skills,  capable of accepting advanced 

training.  The conditions described in the report  in which the 

3mall   firms and artisans are working are  for the moat  part very bad; 

many expressed the desire to move out   if workshops could be  pro- 

vided  at   reasonable cost. 

The Government  haa not yet evolved clear cut   ideas on what   it 

expects  from industrial   estateB but  is  interested  in  exploring, the 

matter further.    It  already offers substantial   incentives to small 

industries.    Additional   incentives to move on to estates would 

probably be provided  by the  possibility  of expansion  at low cost 

and the  prospect of  substantial services.    Substantial financial 

institutions already  exist  and there  is a government   structure which 

could  plan and direct   the  implementation of the programme. 

There  is a nucleus of well qualified administrative and  tech- 

nical  personnel but  they would probably need to be  sent abroad  for 

specialised training. 

It  is the consultants view,  supported by previous survey 

IBtthat  Sudan  is  ready  for 

initially with one pilot  estate/ 

mÍ8BÍonstthat  Sudan  is  ready  for a small   industrial   estates programme, 
2 

UNIDO: Evaluation Report on Industrial Estates No. 12 - Sudan 
ID/WG 23T7   pp. 14 - 16. 

2 Ibid. p. 10. 
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^' Pantera  influencing Suooaa 

(1 ) The Objectives of the Programme 

The   importance  of defining the  objectives of  an  industrial 

estate  programme and   of orien+ing all   incentive and  other actions 

towards the  achievement  of those objectives emerges more clearly 

than  ever in the second  phase.    The   successful  programme   in Malaysia 

has been due to the  Government's tailoring of its programme to the 

realities of the  situation  and  setting up   incentives which  have 

been consistent with  those  objectives.    The Argentine Government, 

on the other hand,  while having fulfilled  one part  of the  require- 

ment,   the need to undertake  substantial  feasibility  studies before 

determining whether those  objectives can be  fulfilled,  has,   in the 

main,   not  pursued   its campaign further.    This has been  in major part 

due  to recent changes  in government  both  federally  and   in the provinces, 

which  have caused  the  programme to  rise and  fall   in priority.    Th» 

result  has been,  as  in Santa Fe Province,  considerable delays in 

proceeding with the   programme.    On the other hand,   the Provincial 

Government  of Ghubut   in  its determination to attract   immigrants to 

the  province and  to use  industrial   estates  as a means of doing so, 

is  proving successful,  notably in the case  of the  Trelew  Kstate.' 

The  Indian Government's programme  is so large  th it   universal 

success cannot be  expected.    In the  case of the estates  specifically 

designed to promote  technology intensive  industries  and    'rounr; with 

special   technical   qualifICH'jons,   there  is  evidence  that   all  the 

necessary  steps have  been   taken and   that   these estates  are  proving 

highly successful   in  furthering the   objective.      In  a modest way 

the  Nepalese Government   is  achieving its aims,  although hampered 

by factors not directly within its control.     The Karachi   Estate  in 

Pakistan was cited   in the First Report;  the small   industry estates 

seem to have been  leas successful because the policies have not been 

entirely clear and  the necessary preliminary studies do not seem to 

have boen made in sufficient depth. 

1 Argentine Report,   p.   23. ^ India Report,   p.   2 3  et seq. 
2 "      ,  p.   33. 
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It must be  stressed  that  the discussion of  this  item centres 

round  those  set up by public authorities  in free  enterprise or mixed 

economies where firms have  the choice of moving or net moving on 

to an estate.    In centrally controlled economies such as Cuba the 

question does not   arise,   except to the extent th.it   a policy itself 

may prove  faulty  and  an industrial  ¿one  established   in an unsuitable 

location provi- to be unduly expensive and  possibly   inefficient. 

(2) Volume and Nature  of national   and   local  economic  Activity 

Little cm he  added   on this very  obvious   point.     Industrial 

estates will   not   succeed  in  conditions  wher^» normally  well   con- 

ducted  industry will  not   succeed,  that   is,   where  national   or local 

purchasing power is  insufficient  to sustain the  increases  in pro- 

duction which an  industrial   estate maight  be expected  to  generate. 

Under then«-1  conditions  an  artisan  estât»  might   succeed  but  not  one 

involving industry with  a high production capacity,   henc» the 

importance  of prior economic  studies.    On the other hand,   in an 

advanced economy such  as Argentina,  where there  is  substantial  pur- 

chasing power and  the people are consumption oriented,   an estate can 

be  set up a long way from main markets and material   sources and  still 

succeed because the  advantages offered to industry offset  the dis- 

advantage of distance and   the volume of production  is such that 

economical   arrangements can be made  for transport,   especially where  the 

raw materials and products  are light  in weight and high in value. 

In Nigeria there  is a surge  in consumer demand and abundant entre- 

preneurial talent  in need of canalisation into modern industrial 

channels, which suggests that a substantial programme of industrial 

estates for small   and medium industry would be very successful. 

None of the countries studied, including Sudan and Senegal, 

is too small or has too small a potential market not to be able to 

sustain successfully a small programme of industrial estates. 
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(3) National Characteristics,   social  and cultural   Patterns 

This rather neglected aspect  of the subject was  only dis- 

cussed briefly in the  Pi ut Report,   (pp.   107 -   108).     It  seems 

to have bern ignored   in most  publications on  industrial  estates 

in favour of economic  and   technical   factors.     It  is,   perhaps,   a 

delicate  subject   which   merits  further study. 

In the Firnt   Report   seven  elements VKTP   distinguished.     The 

setting up of est.iteu  whi-:h  are  to  incorporate   extensive central   and 

cooperative  services demands a high  degree of cooperation and   mu+ual 

trust,   features  which   are   functions  of clementi-   (a),   (b)  nnd   (n). 

The  existence  of  these   features   in  Turkish   ",ocir>ty was  noted. 

In some  other countries,   including Argentina,   consultants were 

told  locally that   small   industrialists did not   have  a history 

of cooperation.     Nevertheless,   it  seems that  this can be changed. 

In the Santa Fe" Province and particularly in Rosario,   it was  said 

that  the  fact  of having had  to work together for a long time  to 

get the  estates set  up had  already broken down many barriers and 

had  already led  to some commercial   and technical cooperation. 

Quite elaborate  plans  had been made  for more extensive collabor- 

ation once the estates were in operation. 

Element   (¿),  "traditions of craftsmanship,   industry and 

commerce" is obviously  a key one.     In Malaysia the Chinese community 

has a strong commercial  tradition,  as well as  one for cooperating 

closely within itself.     In 1973 the Chinese accounted for 92 per cent 

of the ownership of  fixed assets  in the non-corporate  sector of 

industry.      They also have a high  respect  for education. /"Element   (fjj. 

Chinese  family firms  often sent   family members  en bloc to the 

management training courses held by the IIX) in the beginning of the 

sixties,  each taking a course  in his or her special   field." 

Too much should  not be made of this.    The consultant   in Malaysia notes 

that the non-participation of Malays in industry and commerce  in the 

past has its roots in the colonial   era and that more of the younger 
4 

generation are now going into business. 

Argentine rfeport,  p.   74. Comment by the Editor 

Malaysia Report,   pp.   12 - 15 Malaysia Heport,  p.   I5. 
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In Nigeria  th» H aus i   people have   *  very  old   t^adinr tradition 

and  am now beginning to nr.ov«  into industri',  »specially at  Kano  in 

the  north.     No  industrial   estates  exist   th"r»  at   present,   thorn   are 

industrial   •íOUPS  with   infrastructure  •  and   subsidised   rentals.     There 

is no evidence    of  intei—firm cooperation.     The l'ausa people have 

th»  reputation  for  initiative,   but   it  takes  timo  to  transfer a cap- 

acity for initiativ« on one  field,   such  as commerce,   to innustrial 

and technical   fields.    The  consultant  was   informed  that   the older 

generation,   even of wealthy traders, often had little formal   education. 

Thin has now changed and the younger feneration is bei rip sent  to 

acauirc  higher technical   education. 

Kntrepreneurs al capacity  is something different   from tech- 

nical  or even managerial   knowledge and  skill.    It   is notable that  in 

all  count rien,   industrialised as well   as  leas industrialised,  men 

able to take  remarkab1? technical   initiatives may be quite  inept 

when  it  come  to commercialising the   results.    A combination of  skills 

is  needed   for  industrial   success.     Above   all,   there   needs  to be  the 

capacity to perceive a^ickly the advantages of a new development,   such 

as an industrial   estate. 

(4)        How  far an  industrial   Estate meets  perceived needs 

The   second   phase  studies  all   re—emphasise  the   importance   of this 

factor.     If the valu-; of an  industrial  estate  is not   seen to corres- 

pond  to the  needs  of an  industrialist   as   he  sees  them,   he  will   not 

move on to  jt. 

Very  few people r"cofTiis"  and  accept a new  ide.i  when  it   is  first 

presented   to them,   whatever its  intrinsic  merits.     This  is  as true  of 
2 

industrialists as  of any other rroup.    In  Turkey it  took very active 

promotion  on the  part  of the  Government   to pet  the  estate   programme 

under way.     In .J ant a Pe" Provino",   a  few  of  the more   forward-looking 

industrialists  in  each town had  to work  en their colleagues,   sometimes 

with the  support  of UN experts,   to convince them that   the  proposed 

estates would be  of value to them.      Clearly in Bcuador the  local 

Nigeria Report,   p.  7 and  comment  added by the P/iitor,  who made  the 
P study. 

As any experienced  industrial consultant knows.   (Ed.) 

First  Report,   p.   11C Argentine Heport,   p. 74. 
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industrialists were not convinced, nor were they in the case of some 

of the small industry estates in Pakistan.  In India the occupancy 

rate, especially in rural estates, is still rather low.  Ur. ¡iomasekhara 

saya that very few firms have been induced to move out of congested 

cities on to them*". Obviously the industrialists already running their 

businesses, even in congested conditions in cities, could not sen 

enough advantages in moving out to estates to offset the inevitable 

expenses and other factors.  New industrialists were not attracted in 

sufficént numbers because they felt that they could do better. elsewhere. 

There is one important, factor with regard to .»states in rural 

and backward areas which seems to hive been overlooked.  In the 

economically developed countries the countryside ear be mute a pleas- 

ant place to Jive,  ornali country towns have most of the amenities of 

the bigger ones, including shops and schools ;jnd some active social 

and cultural life, with the advantage that stress conditions- i^e Tuch 

less than in big cities.  In Argentina the smaller towns visited by 

the consultant were very pleasant place:-, with one or two good hotels, 

restaurants, adequate shops for normal needs and some cultural act- 

ivities.  Tre lew, isolated though it was geographically, was an 

attractive small town and the surrounding region was attractive. 

Many professional men from Buenos Aires were seeking to bring their 

families there. 

The difference between town and country in most developing 

countries is enormous. Villages and even towns may lack most modern 

amenities.  The difficulties of getting professional men such as 

doctors and civil servants to serve in remote areas are common to all 

developing countries and pose real problems. This happens even in 

certain European countries.  It is understandable that entrepreneurs 

operating in cities, even in difficult conditions, may be reluctant 

to move into country towns and their wives even more so. Furthermore, 

for the man who wants his children to rise in the world, there are 

likely to be serious problems of schooling and few children with whom 

they may be able to make friends, if only because of differences in 

Pirat Report, p. 59 
2 

Somas ekh ara, op. cit. 
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wealth.     This may well   explain why entrepreneurs do not  move,  apart 

from business factors. 

Pew governments pive major concession:? to firms   on industrial 

»states not  already  granted to small   firms reneraily,   exceptions being 

th^  Argentine  and  Malaysian Governments. 

The  manager  of  the Oks and   Pilar commercial   estates near 

Buenos   Air<*s  su^gcst^d  that  one  factor which  appealed   to  firms was 

t,he  saving  in time by  movinp on   to  an  industrial   ;ira  wh^re  all 

the   infrastructure  was  prenared an no planning pormissi on had to 

he  obtained.     He  considered  that  this  could mean up  to   two years 

in  advancing the  use   of the expanded  production  facilities  as  op~ 

posed   to  starting out   to buy  land   and   put   in an  infrastructure, 

with   tho bureaucratic  delays often involved.    Firms   in Malaysia and 

Nepal  both  appreciated this advantage.     It seems  likely that  estates 

with  substantial central   services and technical   facilities are more 

attractive  than others but  few w»re   seen  outside  India  and two 

estates  in Pakistan,   both of which  filled up quite early. 

(c,) Proper Selection of the Location,   the Site,   Size  of the Estate 
and  areas of Buildings or Plots 

In the First Report the importance of thise factors was noted. 

In the India Report the consultant stresses with respect to the rela- 

tively  lew ocoancy  rates  in rural estates that  "The most common mis- 
»  1 takes were poor location decisions  

The question of location is clearly bound up with the decent- 

ralisation policies.     The Gulbarga and  Ramnagaram Estates in India 

were  set up with  the  object of decent ral i sinp- existing or setting up 

new units away from places of industrial concentration.     The Gul- 

barga Estate  remained  largely vacant  and  the three units which had 

shifted cime  from  the  town itself and  not,   as  hoped,   from major 

cities.     The same was broadly true  at  Ramnagaram and   at  a third 

estate  at   Minagalore.     In no case had units shifted  from Bombay,  Madrms, 

1 India  Report,   p.15« 
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Coimbatore,  Hyderbad, Bangalore,   fite. 

In the question of new units,  the  estates were  a "little more 

successful .    At  Ramnagaram,   of seven new units,   five had come  from 

Bombay or Bangalore.    The  study  suggested that   it  is difficult  to 

locate new enterprises  in or shift existing enterprises to economic- 

ally backward or rural  areas.     The  locational   disadvantages were 

insurmountable by the industrial  estates  alone.     (Editor's underlining) 

All  the evidence suggests  that,   if  it   is decided  f©r develop- 

mental  reasons to locate an estate in a rural   or backward area, 

the authorities must offer incentives sufficient to overcome the 

disadvantages of the location,   including those  social disadvant- 

ages mentioned in the preceding sub-section,   and that these must be 

apparent  to potential members. 

There is little to add to the first  Report  regarding the other 

factors under this heading. 

(6)        Appropriate Support by Government  and  other Authorities 

Incentives and benefits have been repreatedly mentioned 

throughout  this report.    The studies in the  second phase all 

emphasise the need for full  and consistent  government support. 

The need for clear cut  and consistent  policies has been stressed 

in the first  item in this Section.    The authorities must know what 

they expect any given estate to achieve.     This must be formulated 

on the basis of adequate preliminary studies  and analyses.    Once 

this has been done,  the  support can be tailored to give maximum impul- 

sion towards those objectives.  This has already been extensively 

discussed in various parts of the report  and there are enough- ex- 

amples available not to need further stressing. 

SomaBekhara,  op. cit.  pp.  58-59« 
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(7) Duration of the Planning and Construction Periods 

One of the elements contributing to the  success  of the 

Malaysian programme seems  to be the speed with which  sites  are 

prepared and made available,  normally about a year from the purchase 

of the land.    In India,   also,  the period of planning and construc- 

tion seems to be  short.     This tends to confirm the view that this 

factor appreciated and helps to confirm intentions to move  on to an 

estate. 

(8) The Extent to which a Selection of Entrepreneurs and Industries 
has been made - 

This factor did not emerge clearly in the first phase studies. 

The first element applies most particularly to those  small  industry 

and artisan estates established to upgrade small  firm performance 

or establish industries  in rural or backward areaB.  Itapplies, of 

course,  primarily to estates financed from public funds. 

If government money,  sometimes in substantial  sums,   is to 

be expended on establishing an industrial estate,   for whatever pur- 

pose,  it will have been to some extent misused  if  firms on the estate 

fail to develop as foreseen or, as in a number of cases met with, 

actually fail, unless this is due to external  factors common to 

all  industry in that branch,  as in the case of the cut-off of raw 

materials in Nepal. 

Dr. Somasekhara's study is the only one presented which 

compares the performance of firms on industrial estates with those 

in a control group outside.    His findings therefore carry special 

weight.    Apart from noting in the original  study made in  1961-62 

that key performance factors of firms on the estateB compared 

unfavourably with those of the firms outside,  MB second  study 10 

years later showed that,  although performance  in most of the firms 

studied earlier had declined,  it had declined more  among firms on 

the estates.1    But the  failure rate outside was higher.    The firms 

surviving on the estates were not financially viable; those outside 

Sosasekhara, op. oit. Foreword p. iii   and elsewhere. 
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were.    This suggested that  the estates were supporting a number of 

"lame ducks".       Th«a« fir» surrivad because the were paying low, 

subsidised rents,  which were often allowed to fall  heavily in arrears 

and  enjoying other benefits which eased their financial burdens. 

This  also seemB to be the  case in Nepal and on the  estates at Yaba 

and  Enugu in Nigeria. 

Tnis raises a fundamental question as to what a particular 

estate has been set  up to  achieve.    If it was to  provide employment, 

then there may be  some  justification for maintaining inefficient  firms 

as  a form of unemployment   relief.    If the  intention is to support 

efficient  small  industry,   then such tolerance  is  hardly justified. 

In any population with a normal distribution there will be 

a small percentage  at   one  end of the curve who  ir«  outstanding in 

their abilities.     They can be counted upon to prosper in the long 

run without much  external   intervention.    If facilities are provided, 

they will benefit   from them more than most.     Thereafter come a 

percentage of rather more  able who, nevertheless,   need some support 

to reach peak performance.    Finally there  is the  mass ranging from 

competent to incompetent  with the hopelesB cases  at the far end of the 

curve. 

Industrialisation will never be carried through by the "genius" 

entrepreneurs alone.    It  needs the very able and  a substantial number 

of the competent  to average.    Even the less than  averagely good may 

be quite competent  craftsmen, even though they may not be very good 

at  running businesses.    When it comeB to selecting entrepreneurs 

for places on heavily subsidised and assisted  industrial estates, 

there seems to be a case  for choosing those at  the upper end of the 

distribution curve.    While the geniuses will be  the quickest to take 

advantage of the  facilities, those in the next  ten per cent or so 

may well find that   through the aid they receive   they can develop to 

an extent which they would not have been able  to  do otherwise. 

There seems to be  a strong case for leaving the   less competent to 

Somasekhara,  op.  cit. Concluding Remarks,  p.  2. 
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survive   in their own ways,   which  they are in many cases  doing already, 

and  nono entratine the   facilities  and  aid  offered  hy   an   estate   on 

upgrading those who arc  most   likely  to profit   from  them   to   increase 

their  output  and opportunities   for offering employment.      h'rom  the 

national  and possibly the  local   points of view in  the   1 onp;  run and 

in terms  of return on  investment,   tins seemu a oommonsense   course. 

The  problem of  selection  then  arises.    How  are   the   firms most 

likely  to benefit from an  estate  to be selected from  amonp many small 

firms,   all of them,  perhaps,   operating under adverse   conditions, 

in cramped premises and  comparatively ignorant of modern  techno- 

logical  and managerial   matters? 

Apart  from the  obvious  ways of studying an existing  firm's 

past   performance and  especially financial  records and   the   reput- 

ation  of its  owner,   (part   of the procedure for approval   of the Turkish 

estates),   is there anyway  in which entrepreneurial   abilities can be 

detected,  even among those  who  so far h uve achieved   little,   the new 

entrepreneurs? 

It was noted in the   section on India that the   authorities are 

now becoming increasingly  selective as rega     candidates   for places, 

especially in the case  of the   specialised estates.     Interesting work 

has been done in India since   1971  by the Gujarat  Industrial  Develop- 

ment Corporation.      This corporation in cooperation  with   two State 

financial corporations concerned with industrial development have 

run programmes designed to  develop a class of young,   new  entrepreneurs 

from among technical graduates  and  others already employed   in industry 

and business,   (sometimes unemployed young engineers),   and  to encour- 

age them to enter industrial  ventures of their own choice  as  owners 

rather than as employees. 

An extensive and   intensive  selection process   is  used to deter- 

mine the entrepreneurial  potential  of candidates which   lasts  several 

days and culminates in a series  of  interviews.    The   rigour of the 

GIDC-GIIC-GSFC:    Third Report  on the Entrepreneur ship  Development 
Programme.   31/3/72 Ahmedabad,   1972.  (Stencilled) 
•Rie  information on this  programme and other actovities  was supplied 
by Mr.  Louis Paoro,  UNIDO. 
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of the selection process  is  illustrated by the  fact   that  only "j^  out 

of the original   540 candidates were selected to go  on to the  training 

programme. 

The methods used   include modifications of the   "achievement 

motivation" programmes developed by Professor McClelland  of Harvard 

University.    His  techniques   are currently being used   in  some UNIDO 

projects, notably in Indonesia,  where preliminary  results  suggest 

that  they are   proving qu:te  promising.    They  have   also been  used 

by the ILO in  Africa.  Whil"  not  uuggeuting that candidates  for 

places on estates be  necessarily subjected to tests   as hard  as those 

carried out in Gujarat,   some   such tests might weed   out  the potential 

failures. 

The selection of  firms  by industry groups seems worthwhile 

becauee when a  large number of  firms  from the  same branch  of industry 

are grouped on  an estate,   it   is easier and more economical  to organ- 

ise central and  common  services and technical  courses.     This has been 

shown to bo the  case  in  India.     It also promotes  inter-firm contract- 

ing»   operating  to a higv   degree   in the  free  trade   zones   in  Malaysia 

and growing in  the  estates   in   Turkey where  there  are   large  numbers 

from the same  industry.     It   seems logical but may not  be  possible 

on small estates  in rural   amas. 

v9)        Thq Rxtent of central   oervices and technical   Assistance 

These seem to be   of special  importance on promotional   and 

developmental   estates,   particularly in the less industrialised 

countries where  experienced  industrialists are  few.     Studies in 

the second phase as well  as that  in Senegal  in the   first  phase suggest 

that where estates are  set up  as "nursery" estates   for the  purpose 

of developing artisans  or very small  industrialists  into fully 

fledged industrialists,   the authorities should spend  a great deal  of 

resources in technical  and managerial training if the  objectives are 

to be achieved.    On both estates seen in Nigeria,  Yaba and Enugu,  the 

amount  of technical assistance  or training supplied  seems to have been 
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quite small.    The result has been that several  firma have developed 

very slowly and a few have failed.    This may have been due to lack 

of proper selection, but some might have been helped to survive. 

The India Report and Dr. Somasekhara's Btudy both suggest that 

those estates on which good central  facilities,  including some com- 

mon production services,  are organised have shown themselves to be 

more effective,  although data on this point  are insufficient. 

The fact  that  firms,  particularly when there are many from one 

branch of industry,  are grouped on an industrial estate seems to make 

it  logical to supply    services which  individual units might  find 

expensive and  inefficient to run.    Although the central workshops at 

Ahwaz in Iran were not much used,  partly because the comparatively 

few firms on the  estate were  rather mixed and partly because they were 

Baid to be very  expensive,  those  at Gaziantep are extensively used  and 

much appreciated by the firms  in the town who will  enter the  estate. 

It  may be that  a more  economical and perhaps more efficient 

answer would be to encourage and aid private firms to set up the 

services needed,  electroplating,  heat treatment, foundries,   sawmills, 

washing and dyeing and the  like.    Examples were not seen,  but this 

alternative  seems worth examining. 

Conclusions 

If a great deal of money,   especially public money,   is to be  in- 

vested in an industrial estate,  then,  as in any other major investment, 

the promoting and  financing agency should study every relevant factor 

to ensure that these are as favourable as possible to the achievement 

of the objectives.    One of the first tasks is the identification of 

the conditions  in which the estate will have to operate and the 

adaptation of the various factors to meet them. 
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III.    OTHER ECONOMIC  AND SOME SOCIAL EPPECTS OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATES 

1.        Indirect economic Effects of industrial  Estates 

There is not much evidence in the studies about  the indirect 

economic effects of the  industrial estates.     They  seem to be prin- 

cipally of two sorts,   first,   the increased uae  of  local materials and, 

second,  the promotion of local industry and commerce  ancillary to the 

estates and   general   stimulation of  the local  economy. 

As regards the use of local raw materials,  nowhere except in 

Malaysia and Nepal was much use reported.    In Malaysia,  rubber,  timber, 

leather, coconut fibre,  coffee, vegetable oils and other agricultural 

products are among materials used by firms on the estates.    Since 

most of these are new firms,   this suggests greatly  increased util- 

isation of the national  resources.    In Nepal  a lot  of use  is made of 

local materials including leather, cement and timber.    In Trelew 

wool was washed and combed for export.    In Nigeria furniture makers 

and wood carvers used  local  timber. 

There  is not much more evidence either of the stimulation of 

ancillary economic activities or of the effect  of the setting up 

of an industrial  estate on the local economy.    Most  of the second- 

ary effects seem to be  in the service industries,   starting at the 

lowest  level with stalls set up at the gates to sell  food and small 

consumer items to the estate workers.    Many estates have canteens 

and restaurants, branches of banks and post  offices and occasionally 

shops,  all of which provide some additional employment.    It is repor- 

ted that  in Malaysia the estates have given rise to very large num- 

bers of small  repair shops working on repair and maintenace for firms 

on them.    Obviously the construction of estates on a scale such as 

has taken place in India,  Malaysia and Turkey has given rise to a 

great deal of work and employment in the building and related indus- 

tries,  much of the  labour being local.    In Malaysia,  some estates 

have given rise to complete new towns. 
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It  stands  to reason that a large industrial estate with 

thousands  employed Mill bring additional prosperity to any town, 

especially  a small town.    The impact of 3,000 new jobs on a small 

town like  Trelew,  Argentina, practically all of which were additional 

to already  full  employment, has been considerable.    The side  effects 

are also visible  there because most of the firms  on the estate have 

their headquarters in Buenos Aires,   1,400 kilometres away and there 

is a steady coming and going of executives and other head office 

staff,  salesmen,  buyers,  contractors and  others who need hotel 

accommodation,  restaurants and other services and who patronise 

the  local   shops. 

These  same  effects would occur with any new concentration of 

industry but  it may be that an industrial estate brings this about 

more intensively than a slow build up over a long time. 

2. Some  social Effects on Individuals and the Community 

Although the social effects were stated in the original 

Guidelines  as being of special interest,   little has been said about 

them in most  of the reports.    The fact  is that  social effects are 

very difficult to identify and isolate.    In most countries industrial 

eBtates are  essentially "rationalised workplaces" with social con- 

siderations  secondary or hardly considered at all.    In Malaysia 

the  strictly functional character of the estates  is considered by 

the  industrialists as an attraction,  since it reduces the cost. 

The  social  aspects of industrial estates may be grouped as 

follows: 

(a) the development and upgrading of human skills; 

(b) amenities and common facilities for emplyee-j; 

(c) safety and health; 

(d) trade unionism and industrial relations; 

(e) effects on specific groups; 

(f )     interaction with the local comminity. 
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(a) The Development and Upgrading of human Ski 11B 

Industrial estates should,  in theory,  greatly facilitate all 

forms of training by the grouping of a number of firms and the poss- 

ibility of using central  facilities  such as classrooms and workshops. 

The  specific  aim of the Thies Estate  in Senegal  waB to upgrade 

artisans into industrialists.    The Indian Craftsmen's Estate and 

Technocrats'  Estate mentioned earlier have the  same  objectives, 

the   latter at  a higher level.     In Nepal  there  seems to be a conscious 

effort  to develop entrepreneurial and managerial  ability.    Manage- 

ment  training is available on the Pallakelle Estate  in Shri Lanka. 

In some of the other countries management and technical training is 

available through national  institutions,  not  specifically aimed at 

industrial  estate firms. 

The Small Industry Service Institutes in India provide wide- 

spread training and extension services and a modernisation programme 

for all  small firms,  whether on estates or not.    The  Turkish Ministry 

of Industry and Technology includes some management training in its 

annual programmes with priority for industrial estates. 

In Turkey courses are also run for upgrading worker skills, 

including mobile workshops,  an ideal means of bringing specialised 

training to industrial estates where workers are grouped.    In several 

other countries firms on industrial  estates use local technical 

schools and colleges for this purpose.    On the whole there is some 

evidence that the presence on an estate of many firms in the same 

branch of industry stimulates employers to provide further training 

for their staffs, both technical and manual. 

(b) AmenitieB and common Facilities for Employees 

Many estates run special bus services to the main centres of 

population nearby.    In the Lagos State industrial areas most firms, 

mainly medium and large sized,  send buses to selected pick-up 

points in the city and suburbs because of the traffic congestion. 

These are individual   initiatives. 
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On the whole comparatively few employee amenities on estates 

are reported.    Indian estates visited sometimes had central canieens 

and in one case a restaurant.    Six had post offices and bank branches; 

these were at least as much of value to the managements as to the 

workers.    One had a school. 

In Argentina some estates had planned canteens,  restaurants and 

other facilities.    At Trelew firms employing female labour sometimes 

had nurseries, nearly always heavily subsidised canteens and in two 

cases,   shops, but these were medium sized firms and the amenities 

had nothing to do with their being on an estate.    The only other 

country reporting some amenities was Turkey where showers and barbers 

shops were to be found.    Most  estates had restaurants serving meals 

at low prices. 

In Malaysia workers housing is common where estates are not 

located close to towns and in some cases complete new towns have been 

constructed. Some of the Indian estates had also workers housing, 

but housing was generally rare,   since  estates  in most places were 

located near to urban centres.    In Nigeria large housing estates 

are being or have been built  on the industrial areas  in Lagos State 

but in many cases space is not  available for workers in firms 

nearby because the housing estates are being used to rehouse people 

evacuated from central Lagos. 

(c)        Safety and Health 

In general,working conditions on industrial estates were found 

to be better than in small establishments outside, if only because 

the buildings were better constructed,  more spaciou    and better lit 

and aired.    One of the claims made for industrial estates is that 

they make labour inspection much easier.    This was specifically 

mentioned in Nigeria, where working conditions were seen to be 

reasonably good and much better than in small firms outside.    Pro- 

tective clothing and machine guards are used fairly consistently. 

Argentine Report, Appendix III, A3. 
2 Nigeria Report, Appendix II,  notes on various estates. 
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In Malaysia the relevant Ant  1B well enforced.    Guards are 

used and safety clothing is general.    The accident rate has dropped 

sharply between 1972 and  1974.    First aid in each factory is obliga- 

tory;  larger plants are required to have doctors and possibly 

clinics,  available for the treatment of workers1  families.       In 

Nepal,  although working conditions in general were far superior in 

firms on the esates to those in firms outside,  safety left  something 

to be desired.    It  is  reported that the Balaju Estate Shantra 

Factory pioneered welfare measures which have been adopted in recent 

welfare  legislation.    Several firms on the estate were forced to 
2 

follow Buit  even before the  legislation was passed. 

Nothing was said in the India Report about working conditions. 

In Shri Lanka they are said to be better than in firms outside. 

In Turkey,  on the other hand, much has to be done in firms on the 
i 

estates to enforce proper safety measures." 

(d)        Trade Unions and  industrial Relations 

The presence or absence of trade union activity in firms on 

industrial estates seems to be a function of their general  level of 

development  in the country concerned.    Where a widespread and active 

trade union movement  exists,  as in Malaysia, there is a high level 

of membership.    On some estates there labour relations are  said to 

be cordial.    In Argentina,  where at the time of the study,  trade union 

activity was suspended,  there is  little or no unionism xn small firms 

but normal a high percentage of union members in large ones. 

In Shri Lanka trade union membership is general;   it  is said 

to be welcomed by the  larger firms and tolerated by the  smaller ones. 

Labour relations generally are good.      In Nepal there are no trade 

unions as su«h but  a national movement  in which workers are  incor- 

porated and a structure for handling disputes, which are  few. 

Malaysia Report,  p.  31. Malaysia Report,  p.  29. 
2 r) 

Nepal Report, p. 21. J  Shri Lanka Report, p. 

Turkish Report, p. 64. Nepal Report, p. 22. 
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In Nigeria there  is an active but  rather splintered trade union 

movement, but no unionism was  found on the small industry estates. 

In Turkey there is also a strong trade union movement but union mtai- 

bership is rare on small industry estates.  It is beginning to 

penetrate into one estate visited and meeting hostility from emplo- 

yers.       Trade unions are active on estates in Pakistan but  seem to have 
2 

had little effect on working conditions. 

There is no evidence to suggest that small  industry estates 

in themselves promote trade unionism when it is not already active, 

nor that  they improve  labour relations. 

(e) Effect8 on specific Groups 

The only specific groups noted which have benn affected by the 

introduction of industrial estates deem to be women in Argentina and 

Malaysia and the engineers and craftsmen on the specialised estates in 

India. 

At  Tr«slew,  the  large scale employment of women, many of whom 

are Bolivian and Chilean immigrants,   in an area where female employ- 

ment was previously lacking,  may,  in the long run, have social reper- 

cussions, but it  is too early to say.    Malaysian women are now finding 

employment in factories on the estates and working alongside men. 

Until recently they led very circumscribed lives, especially in the 

villages.    It is probably too early to detect significant  effects. 

(f) Interaction with the Community 

Dr. Somasekhara makes the point in his Concluding Remarks that 

an estate and the region to which it  is expected to contribute 

economically and socially should interact.-'   He stresses the import- 

ance of this in rural communities.    In all the studies there is prac- 

tically no evidence of any real interaction with local communities 

other than, perhaps, the improvement of some roads and street light- 

Turkish Report, Appendix III, p. 90. * Malaysia Report, p. 29. 
2 S 

Pakistan Report, p. 44* Somasekhara, op. cit. 
3 Argentine Report, Appendix III, A.3.     Concluding Remarks, p. 21. 
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ing and  improved bus services in the direction of the estate.    Econ- 

omic effects were discussed above; social effects are hard to find. 

In Malaysia new amenities have arisen in the vicinity of estates, 

such as children's playgrounds and golf courses.    In a former 

squatter resettlement  area at  Petaling Jaya  there are now sever .1 

cinemas,   a bowling alloy   ind a five 3tar hotel.    Where an indus- 

trial estate is associated with a town the  planners provide  for a 

shopping centre,  recreational  facilities and schools.    Even where a 

modest housing scheme is planned for an estate, space  is allocated 

for schools,  shops and  recreation. 

The  integration of such  facilities  in the planning of the 

environment of an estate  seems to be unique  among the countries 

studied,   although it may exist  in India,  but nothing was said 

about  it.    No evidence  of any special  interaction was  found  in 

Turkey,  partly,  perhaps,  because all the firms on the  small  industry 

estates had already been in existence  in the towns concerned for a 

long time and all they had done was to move a few kilometres out- 

side.    The benefits to the town were  less congested streets in the 

areas vacated and the possibility of clearing old and decrepit 

buildings,  often wooden shacks,  and replacing them with modern ones 

in conformity with the town plan, thus  improving the appearance and 

amenities and probably providing increased and improved housing. 

Examples of interaction in India have not been given.    There 

must be  important effects in some rural areas.    In Cuba,  as already 

stated,  a high degree of interaction is built  in to the establishment 

of industrial  zones and complexes, but  no details are given in the 

report. 

Is it  reasonable to expect any effect to be produced by the 

presence of an industrial estate, per se,  other than the sort of 

effects noted above?    Most of the effects to be expected must be 

those normal to the creation of employment  in areas where,  possibly, 

there was previously a shortage of work.    In non-industrial  areas 

the impact  on the individual and indirectly on the community is 

Malaysian Report, p. 29. 
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likely to be that ofworking under industrial conditions, with all 

that that implies in the way of new disciplines and constraints. 

The same would happen if a large plant moved into a district, ex- 

cept that the change might be more brutal, small industries with 

less formal working conditions and disciplines being, perhaps, 

a slightly more gentle means of induction into industry. Indus- 

trial estates do not generally spring into full occupancy overnight 

and the process of industrialisation on the estate may take several 

years, by which time even those not employed in the industries may 

have found themselves influenced by the general industrial environment, 

Conclusion 

Evidence that industrial estates, in themselves, have a sig- 

nificant indirect economic influeno« on the communities in their 

neighbourhoods oth«r than would occur through the establishment of 

substantial industries and increased employment by other means is 

not forthcoming.  The evidence of social effects due purely to 

industrial estates is far from clear and needs further investigation. 
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